
PROTECT YOUR TECH LIKE  
YOU PROTECT YOUR HOME

Think of your IT network like your house. You have various levels of 
protection in your home and the same should go for your network. 
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Closing the doors of your house is like using firewall protection for your tech. You close 
the doors to keep unauthorized parties out of your home, just like firewalls do for your 
network. Locking doors is like using antivirus or anti-malware. It is an additional layer used 
to prevent, detect and remove potential threats.

Shutting the windows of your house is similar to using Backup and Disaster Recovery (BDR). 
BDR prepares your network for the unexpected—including natural disasters—much in the 
same way closing your windows keeps the elements out when that unplanned storm hits. 

Closing the blinds or drawing the shades on your windows provides an additional layer of 
security. This allows you to determine if the outside world should or shouldn’t see what’s 
going on through your window. DNS Filtering allows businesses to decide what web 
content can and cannot be viewed by employees and is completely customizable, just like 
your choice in window treatments.

Locking your windows again provides another layer of protection. You may not always 
have your windows locked, but you know what situations it is needed. With Security 
Awareness Training, business’s employees can learn when those 

Using a video surveillance system in your home can alert you to potential threats much 
in the way Profile & Protect does for your network. Profile & Protect provides reporting of 
possible vulnerabilities to your network and guides for best safety practices. 

Many security systems alert the local authorities of an intruder just like Detect & Respond 
does for your network. Detect & Respond monitors your entire IT network 24/7/365 and 
automatically remedies issues to prevent unwanted and unauthorized access.


